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Fiber Optics and Materials, Moss Series sheds light on new product
launches.
How Moss Series enhances light ?
ROUEN, August 2022 - Moss Series, a lighting and design start-up, presents its fiber optic
and glass lighting fixtures at the 2022 Maison et Objet show in Paris. These fixtures
transport us into a poetic and utopian universe, where the magic of light is sublimated.
The Moss Series brand unveils two new products: "The G-Family", a range of lamps and
floor lamps with the soft shapes of hand-blown Italian glass pebbles. Moss Series is also
introducing a collection of fiber optic chandeliers, which have made the brand a household
name in the lighting industry. Moss Series has made its reputation by using innovative and
surprising technologies, but also by combining various materials such as glass, crystal,
carbon or Limoges porcelain for over 15 years.
Moss Series' fiber optic creations emanate a subtle aesthetic that blends into any interior
space. Adding innovative technology to fairy tale appeal results in unique, original and
modern chandeliers. Moss Series offers four types of fiber optic chandeliers: pebble
chandeliers, bubble chandeliers, tube chandeliers and crystal chandeliers. These different
combinations offer the possibility to choose which form of chandelier best suits which
type of interior space, while creating a certain harmony. The combination of fiber optics
and different materials such as crystal, glass or aluminum, contributes to a sleek,
sculptural and warm visual effect.
Moss Series also reveals for this new edition of Maison & Objet, its new range of lighting
"The G-Family". This range includes table lamps and floor lamps set with a mouth-blown
Italian glass pebble. Also composed of a variable lighting, itself associated with a grooved
aluminum tube from which comes a discreet and functional light. Offering three table
lamps in chrome, matte gold and matte black and two floor lamps in matte black and
matte gold, Moss Series offers a variety of lighting fixtures that can be easily integrated
into interior spaces: office, dining room, living room, bedroom. The combination of glass
and aluminum create a minimalist and airy fixture, bringing a contemporary touch to
interiors.

About Moss series™.
A lighting and design publishing startup, created under the guidance of Isa Moss founded
in 2005, Moss series™ is committed to fostering a lateral and open relationship between
creative direction and local craft. The brand has gained recognition for its integration of
fiber optics into its lighting fixtures and its expertise in glass shaping and blowing. Moss
series™ is also the desire to share the beauty, the lightness, the magic of light, it is above
all the requirement of the finish, thanks to an infrastructure calibrated to provide total
control over the technique and quality of our luminaires. Today, Moss series™ signs 4
collections of chandeliers, pendant lights, lamps and floor lamps.
We would be delighted to offer you a product from the G family for your shootings.
We are at your disposal to make this experience even more magical by your side.
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